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Combustion in Cracks of PBX 9501 

H. L. Berghoutt, S .  F. Son, C. A. Bolme, L. G. Hill, 
B. W Asay, P. M. Dickson, B. F. Henson, L. Smilowitz 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545, USA 

Recent experiments involving the combustion of PBX 9501 explosive under 
confined conditions reveal the importance of crack and flaws in reaction violence. 
Experiments on room temperature confined disks of pristine and thermally 
damaged PBX 9501 reveal that crack ignition depends on hot gases entering 
existing or pressure induced cracks rather than on energy release at the crack tip. 
PBX 9501 slot combustion experiments show that the reaction propagation rate in 
the slot does not depend on the external pressure. We have observed 1500 d s  in 
long slots of highly-confined PBX 9501. We present experiments that examine 
the combustion of mechanically and thermally damaged samples of PBX 9501 

1NTR.ODUCTION 

The safe use of energetic materials has 
been scientifically studied for over 100 years. 
ref nohel patent'? Even with this long history 
of scientific inquiry, the level of 
understanding of the important deflagration 
phenomena in accidental initiations of high 
explosives remains inadequate to predict the 
response to possible thermal and mechanical 
(impact) scenarios. Currently, the most 
significant uncertainties are in the processes 
immediately following ignition. Once 
ignition occurs in an explosive the question 
becomes, what will the resulting violence be. 
The classical view is that simple wave 
propagation proceeds from the ignition point. 
ref. Recently, several experiments have 
elucidated the importance of reactive cracks 
involved in reaction violence in both 
thermally ignited experiments and impacted 
explosives, in contrast to classical 
assumptions. This paper presents a view of 
reaction violence, in both thermal and 
mechanical insults, that argues for the 
importance of reactive cracks, rather than 
simple wave propagation processes. In 
accident scenarios, relatively low-speed 

deflagration processes play a critical role in 
determining the ultimate reaction violence. 
Reaction propagation may begin as 
conductively driven (normal) combustion, 
transit to convective combustion (advective 
energy transport), induce compaction-initiated 
combustion (mechanical dissipation), and 
possibly lead to detonation (propagation 
involving shock waves). Normal deflagration 
and detonation are relatively well studied. 
Convective and compaction driven 
combustion have received much less study 
and are not well understood. The objective of 
this paper is to present an overview of recent 
and current work proceeding at Los Alamos 
in the area of combustion in cracks. 

The effect of defects on combustion has 
major implications for the safety and 
reliability of energetic materials. Voids and 
cracks in explosives may result from 
numerous environmental and physical factors. 
Impact, aging, and variations in temperature 
and pressure associated with combustion can 
produce defects. At sufficiently high 
pressures, the surface area of a defect 
becomes accessible to deflagration. Defects 
can trap the hot reaction products, creating the 
necessary pressure gradient for convective 
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Figure 1. Image sequence from the mechanically coupled cookoff experiments of 
Dickson, et al. The PBX 9501 sample is confined by a ring, heated to 200 "C, then ignited at 
the center with a hot NiCr wire. Relative frame times are as indicated. 

burning. The resulting pressure increase from 
this burning may induce further cracking. A 
few studies exist on the effects of voids and 
propellants,394 but relatively few studies exist 
of the effects of voids and cracks on violent 
reaction of high explosives (HE). 

Evidence of the importance of crack- 
sustained combustion appears in elevated- 
temperature experiments, such as the 
Mechanically Coupled Cookoff (MCCO). 
Dickson et aZ.5 slowly heat a confined sample 
of PBX 9501 to a well-defined temperature 
field at temperatures above the crystalline 
HMX p-S phase change temperature. 
Depending on the experimental temperature, 
the samples are then ignited in the center by a 
hot NiCr wire or they undergo self-ignition or 
cookoff. Figure 1 shows a series of frames 
from an experiment conducted at 200 "C that 
shows luminous emission throughout cracks 
that are caused by pressurization due to 
production of reactive gases. The fast reactive 
waves, indicated by the luminosity, propagate 
through the cracks at velocities on the order 
of 500 m / s .  Since these experiments involve 
hot PBX 9501 there are two possible 
mechanisms for reaction in the cracks. One 
possible mechanism involves crack tip 
ignition where the small amount of energy 
released at the crack tip as the crack opens 
triggers the reaction. Another possible 
mechanism is that pressure produced by 

reaction at the center of the disk opens cracks 
and the existing pressure gradient forces in 
hot gases, resulting in crack ignition. We 
report here on a set of similar experiments 
using unheated pristine PBX 9501 as 
heated PBX 9501 that has been a l lo&to~  
before ignition. The sample in each case is at 
room temperature when ignited and the small 
amount of energy released at the crack tip is 
insufficient to ignite the sample. 

In recent cook-off (thermal explosion) 
experiments involving larger-scale PBX 950 1 
explosive charges, ignition has been observed 
to progress at a rate of 1100 m/s.rcf Damage 
resulting in connected porosity is expected in 
this material because it is heated for several 
hours at elevated temperatures.697 Convective 
burning is one possible mechanism that could 
explain ignition velocity. Convective burning 
in PBX 9501 has not been observed before at 
speeds near 1000 m / s .  We report here on 
recently conducted experiments involving 
combustion in gaps of PBX 9501 where we 
have observed similar high reaction 
propagation rates. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The material used in this work is PBX 
950 1, I$. high explosive composed of about 
95% HMX in a plasticized, Estane-based 
binder. Samples for these experiments are 



machined to the required shapes from PBX 
9501 molding powder that has been 
hydrostatically pressed to 1.83 g/cm’. 

Figure 2 shows the unassembled view of 
the cell used in the experiments involving 
ignition of a confined disk of PBX 9501 that 
we will refer to as the Cindy test in this 
report. The Cindy test uses a 1.00-inch 
diameter 0.20-inch thick disk with a 0.10-mm 
hole at the center into which a coiled NiCr 
wire is inserted for sample ignition. The 
sample is surrounded by a copper ring of the 
same thickness as the sample disk and is 
sandwiched between a hardened glass 
window on one side and a steel flat on the 
opposite side. The steel flat contains a 

pressure access port at its center that allows 
monitoring of the pressure in the center of the 
disk. A strain gauge attached to the copper 
ring monitors ring deformation. Sample 
ignition is accomplished by sending a current 
through the coiled NiCr wire at the center of 
the disk. Copper foils on each face of the 
sample disk provided current to the NiCr 
wire. 

Figure 3 shows unassembled and 
assembled views of the short slot experiment 
cell. Each sample consists of two pieces of 
pristine PBX 9501 that are each machined to 
0.40 x 0.10 x 1.60 in. The two pieces are 
assembled using 0.005-in double-sided 
cellophane tape to form a block with 
dimensions 0.40 x 0.20 x 1.60 in. A 0.005-in. 
slot between the two pieces runs down the 
center of the long dimension of the sample. A 
steel cell with a clear acrylic window and 
pressure access ports encases the sample. The 
pressure ports are exposed to one long edge of 
the slot while the window allows visualization 
of the opposite edge of the slot. When 
inserted in the cell, the sample forms a closed 
end slot with one end open. Short slot 
experiments are performed at initially 
elevated pressures inside a two-liter stainless- 
steel pressurized combustion vessel, Figure 4, 
using argon gas to pressurize the vessel. The 
combustion vessel provides four optical 
access ports as well as physical feed-throughs, 
allowing visual, electronic, and other 
observation of experiments at pressures up to 



21 MPa. All experiments are conducted with 
the pressure vessel and sample initially at 
room temperature, -293 K. A hot NiCr wire 
ignites the end of the sample that is open to 
the pressurized vessel. 

Figure 5 shows a picture of the open 
long-slot experiment cell. Each sample 
consists of two pieces of pristine PBX 9501 
that are each 7.50 x 0.50 x 0.10 in. mounted 
on brass inserts to facilitate final machining. 
The two pieces are assembled using 0.005-in 
double-sided cellophane tape to form a block 
with dimensions 7.50 x 0.20 x 1.60 in., 
backed on each side by the brass inserts. A 
0.003-in. (0.08-pm) slot between the two 
pieces runs down the center of the long 
dimension of the sample. A hardened steel 
cell with a clear acrylic window and pressure 
access ports encases the sample. The pressure 
ports are exposed to one long edge of the slot 
while the window allows visualization of the 
opposite edge of the slot. When inserted in 
the cell, the sample forms a closed end slot 
with one end open to a small, 0.8 in3, ignition 
chamber. A hot NiCr wire in the ignition 
chamber ignites a mixture of ammonium 
perchlorate and 3,6-dihydrazino-s-tetrazine 
(DHT), which pressurizes the ignition 
chamber and ignites the sample. 

We use several diagnostic tools to monitor 
combustion. A Red Lake Motionscope PCI 

8000S, with frame rates up to 8,000 fps, and a 
Kodak EKTAPRO HS Model 4540, with 
frame rates up to 40,500 fps record the 
progress of luminous reaction in all 
experiments. An Omega Model PX605- 
1OKGI pressure transducer monitors the 
pressure in the combustion vessel, while the 
PCB Piezotronics Model 113A23 and 109A02 
pressure sensors monitor the transient 
combustion-vessel pressure and the pressure 
of the sample relative to the combustion 
vessel. Vacuum grease in the pressure 
transducer port limits the port’s contribution 
to the slot volume while allowing the pressure 
transducer to monitor the slot pressure. { ~~~~i~~ 
Gauge info here) Tektronix Model TDS 460A 
and TDS 540A digital oscilloscopes capture 
the pressure sensor outputs for later storage 
and analysis. 

CINDY TEST 

Radial burn experiments known as the 
Cindy test resembles the mechanically 
coupled cookoff experiments of Dickson et al. 
5 except they are conducted at room 
temperature rather than at elevated 
temperatures. Figure 6 shows before and 
after pictures of the 0.40 mm copper ring 
Cindy test mounted in the cell along with a 
series of images from the high speed camera. 
The time between frames is 25 p~.~Luminous 
reaction appears in several cracks in frame 5 
and are fully developed by frame 6 indicating 



flame travel velocities of about 500 m / s .  
Other experiments with 0.80 mm and 1.60- 
mm copper rings show similar cracking 
patterns. 

Figure % *  shows the corresponding 
pressure trace for the 0.40 mm copper ring 
experiment. The pressure as monitored at the 
ignition hole in the center of the PBX 9501 
disk. All of the Cindy tests using pristine 
PBX 9501 experiments described show 
similar traces with maximum pressurization 
rates of about lo7 psikec and peak pressures 

of about 4-5,000 psi, regardless of ring 
thickness. Figure *:@ shows the superimposed 
pressure transducer and strain gauge outputs 
for an experiment with 1.6 mm thick copper 
ring confinement. Pressure rises to a peak 
that corresponds temporally with the onset of 
ring deformation. Ring failure occurs rapidly, 
resulting in loss of confinement. The 
consistent pressure performance is likely due 
largely to the strength of the PBX 9501 
sample as configured. The ring provides 
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support for the sample but quickly yields 
when pressures are sufficient to damage the 
PBX 9501. 

A second set of radial burn experiments 
was conducted using thermally damaged PBX 
9501. The cell with a sample was assembled 
as before then heated to 180 "C and allowed 
to cool to room temperature before being 
ignited. Figure ** is a micrograph showing 
typical thermal damage in a piece of PBX 
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9501 that has been subjected to the treatment 
above. 6 7  In addition to crystalline damage 
due to the HMX p-S phase change, heating 
PBX 9501 produces changes in the binder. 
Smaller HMX particles appear to dissolve in 
the hot binder, producing significant 
macroscopic changes in PBX 9501 and 
introducing uniformly distributed porosity at 
the particle scale. 

Figure *:# shows a sequence of images 
from a thermally damaged PBX 9501 1.6-mm 



ring experiment and Figure *’!: shows 
superimposed pressure and strain gauge traces 
for the same experiment. Reaction spread 
velocities are greater than the video record 
can resolve, at least 500 d s .  The images are 
qualitatively different than those from the 
pristine PBX 9501 experiments. The 
thermally damages material shows more 
illuminated cracks and some of the cracks 
appear to branch. Thermally-damaged Cindy- 
test maximum pressures are roughly half 
those seen in tests on pristine material and the 
pressurization rates are more than twice those 
of the pristine material. These results can be 
understood in light of the physical changes 
that occur in the thermally damaged PBX 
9501. Thermally damaged samples are not 
likely to have the strength of pristine samples 
and therefore will not support the same 
pressures seen in pristine materials before 
failing. The increased pressurization rate is 
likely due primarily to convective burning in 
the thermally damaged material’s voids and 
cracks. 

SLOT COMBUSTION 

Our current combustion in slots of PBX 
9501 experiments expand and extend our 
previously reported results.8-10 We also 
present the initial results of a long slot 
experiment in which we have observed the 
highest reaction propagation rates yet reported 
in a convective burning PBX 9501 
experiment. 

We have redesigned the short slot sample 
cell for combustion in cracks at elevated 
initial pressures. The new third-generation 
cell maintains similar sample dimension to 
the second-generation cell8 but is made of 
steel rather than acrylic to increase sample 
confinement, allowing higher transient slot 
pressures. The new steel cell provides visual 
pressure transducer access to the slot. As a 
result of the significantly higher confinement 
provided by the steel cell, we have been able 

to observe much higher reaction propagation 
rates than seen in any of our previous elevated 
pressure slot combustion experiments. We 
report the results of a series of experiments at 
initial pressures of approximately 500, 800, 
and 1200 psi, all with 80-pm slot widths. 

Figure ** shows a series of frames with 
for the 500 psi external pressure experiment. 
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Each frame is labeled with a relative time 
stamp that corresponds to the time axis on the 
pressure vs. time plot in Figure **. The 
frames show the progress of luminous 
reaction into the slot. Table ** summarizes 
the luminous reaction velocity as well as the 
pressure data discussed later. The luminous 
flame progresses into the slot at 400-600 m / s ,  
independent of external pressure. After the 
slot is fully ignited the flame then exits the 
slot and does not reenter. We have yet to 
observe the oscillatory combustion behavior 
reported in earlier experiments.* While the 
cell design likely plays a role in the details of 
oscillatory combustion, its absence in these 
experiments is likely due to another factor. In 
earlier experiments, the PBX 9501 sample 
was bonded to the acrylic cell walls and is 
therefore retained in the cell throughout the 
experiment. In the current experiments, the 
sample is not bonded to the steel cell walls 
and, as a result, pressure build up in the steel 
cell and ejects the PBX 9501 sample before 
oscillatory combustion is established. Video 
records confirm that the sample is ejected 
from the steel cell during the experiment. 
Pressure roll-off may be a result of sample 

(Luminous Rxn.) I (Pressure Rise) I (35.56 mm) 
- 400 m / ~  - 400 m / ~  637 Bar 9 x lo6 Bark 

I Pressurization Rate 

motion, which may also affect peak reaction 
propagation rates. may, at least at later times, 
be affected by this sample motion. However, 
sample ejection does not affect the early time 
progress of luminous combustion into the slot, 
which occurs at before significant sample 
motion appears. A new cell revision will 
correct the sample ejection problem by 
placing a sample retainer at the top of the cell. 
This revision may allow us to again observe 
oscillatory combustion. 

The middle pressure transducer, 
positioned at 20.32 mm from the entrance 
registers an increase in pressure at about the 
same time as the top pressure transducer, 
positioned at 5.08 mm from the entrance 
shows a slight pressure dip. The pressure 
drop at the top transducer is likely due to gas 
flow across the upper pressure port. The time 
difference of the first pressure rise between 
the middle and bottom pressure ports is 40 ps 
and the distance between the two ports is 
15.24 mm indicating that the pressure wave is 
traveling at about 400 m / s ,  in good agreement 
with the visual record result. The 
experiments at 800 psi and 1200 psi also give 
the same pressure wave velocity. 
Experiments at all pressures show that the 
highest peak pressure occurs at the bottom 
pressure transducer, positioned at 35.56 mm 
from the slot entrance with pressures ranging 
from about 4500 psi to 9000 psi. All 
experiments also show that the lowest peak 
pressure occurs at the top pressure transducer, 
with pressures ranging from 2000 psi to 4500 
psi, independent of external pressure. The 
greatest pressurization rates occur at the 
bottom pressure transducer in the range of 5 - 
13 x lo7 psi/sec, independent of external 
pressure. As noted above, peak pressure and 

I Pressure I Speed I Speed I Peakpressure I Maximum 

\ - 400 m / ~  - 400 m / ~  382 Bar 4 x lo6 Bar/s 
- 400 m / ~  - 400 m / ~  464 Bar 8 x lo6 Bark 
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pressurization rate may be affected by sample 
motion. 

No clear trend associates flame 
propagation speed with the initial pressure. 
The data also show that the peak pressure and 
pressurization rates are correlated, but 
significant differences in reaction progress 
rate are not apparent in the video record, 
which is limited by the imaging system's 
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framing rate. Future experiments will use 
higher temporal resolution imaging 
techniques, which may reveal a correlation 
between pressurization rate and reaction 
progress rate. However, we do not expect the 
reaction progress rate to depend significantly 
on the external pressure. The pressures inside 
the slot quickly achieve values many times 
the external pressures, producing choked flow 
conditions for gases exiting the slot. The slot 
pressure then no longer depends on the 
external pressure and all experiments will 
tend toward the same slot pressures, 
pressurization rates, and reaction propagation 
velocities, dictated by the material identity 
and the experimental configuration rather than 
the external pressure. External pressure 
determines whether reaction can progress into 
the restricted dimensions of the slot, not what 
it will do there. 

We are currently pursuing experiments 
with highly confined PBX 9501 in much 
longer slots measuring 7.5 inches in length by 
0.5 inches deep and with a 120-pm width. 
Figure C X  shows a series of frames recording 
the progress of luminous reaction into a long 
slot and Figure ** is a plot of the pressure vs. 
time data at each of the pressure ports in the 
cell. Maximum pressures of near 100,000 psi 
occurred at 3.50 and 5.25 inches from the 
entrance while the entrance pressure showed 
the lowest maximum reading of about 38,000 
psi. Maximum pressurization :ates were 
about 2 x lo9 psikec. 
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Figure *% is a plot of reactive front 
position (as indicated by luminous reaction 
and first pressure rise) versus time. The 
position data approximately fits an 
exponential vs. time over most of the 
experiment. A fit through the position data 
facilitates extraction of the propagation rate 
versus time, which is plotted on the right y- 
axis scale. This analysis yields a maximum 
reaction propagation velocity around 1500 
d s .  The pressure and pressurization rate 
experienced in this experiment destroy the 
cell as shown in Figure **. 

CONCLUSION 

Recent experiments involving the 
combustion of PBX 9501 explosive under 
confined conditions reveal the importance of 
crack and flaws in reaction violence. 
Experiments on room temperature confined 
disks of pristine and thermally damaged PBX 
9501 reveal that crack ignition depends on hot 
gases entering existing or pressure induced 
cracks rather than on energy release at the 
crack tip. PBX 9501 slot combustion 
experiments show that the reaction 
propagation rate in the slot does not depend 
on the external pressure. We have observed 
1500 m / s  in long slots of highly confined 
PBX 9501. 
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